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In the Deep Space Network, tracking of residual carrier phase typically occurs

with a fixed-bandwidth phase-locked loop using a bandwidth sutBciently wide to

prevent loss of lock under worst-case conditions of signal dynamics, received sig-

nal phase noise, and receiver phase noise. Much of the time, however, such a

high bandwidth is not required and may inflict unnecessarily heavy penalties on

loop signal-to-noise ratios. This article describes a technique for improving track-
ing performance by permitting initial tracking at narrow bandwidths and gradually

widening the loop as needed. The cost is a requirement for signal buffering, which is

relatively inexpensive for low data rate applications. Results based on off-line pro-

cessing of recorded carrier data from Galileo and Pioneer 10 are presented, and show

potential 10-16 dB gains in loop SNR over worst-case fixed-bandwidth tracking.

I. Introduction

The Block IV receiver phase-locked loops (PLL's) used

by the DSN to track the carrier signals of the Galileo and
Pioneer 10 spacecraft have a minimum loop bandwidth of

around 1.0 Hz. The next generation receiver, the Block

V, allows much narrower digital loops with potential im-

provement in loop signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). However,
the carrier loop bandwidth is usually selected conserva-

tively to be wide enough to prevent loss of lock even under

the worst-case tracking conditions of received signal phase

noise, receiver phase noise, and signal dynamics. This is
because carrier phase recovery is performed in real time,

making loss of carrier lock extremely undesirable since

it causes unlocking and loss of data in symbol detectors

and error-correcting decoders in the downstream system;

resynchronization of symbols takes much longer than car-

rier acquisition, and can result in the loss of tens of minutes

of data. In the case of Pioneer, this consideration dictates

that loops as wide as 3.0 Hz be used to prevent loss of

lock. Worst-case conditions are relatively rare, however,

and carrier recovery can potentially be achieved at much

lower bandwidths most of the time, resulting in better car-
rier phase estimates.

This article describes an algorithm that exploits this
fact without compromising the ability to recover carrier

phase in the presence of significant noise transients. In

the approach described here, the carrier is sampled and

recorded before tracking. However, the algorithm can be

modified to operate on a delayed (rather than off-line) ba-
sis. Because buffering of data is required in either ap-

proach, loss of lock at a given bandwidth is not a catas-

trophic occurrence since another attempt can be made at

a more suitable bandwidth. Off-line or delayed computa-

tion also permits noncausal tracking. Unfortunately, this

requirement also limits applicability to low data rate mis-
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sions where low sampling rates permit a practical data

volume; obvious examples are Pioneer 10, Voyager 1 and

2, and the Galileo S-band missions. The results presented

here, though not optimum, show significant improvement

over fixed-bandwidth PLL tracking for an experimental
data set taken from Galileo and Pioneer 10.

II. Experimental Setup and Data

One hour of carrier from Galileo and four hours from Pi-

oneer 10 were recorded onto a large hard disk on an IBM
PC-AT compatible platform. These data were taken at

the output of the Goldstone Solar System Radar (GSSR)

at DSS 14 on December 19, 1991. Using the GSSR pro-
grammable local oscillator to remove predicted Doppler,

the carrier was mixed down to near-baseband (100 IIz

nominal) and lowpass filtered to 512 Hz before sampling

at 1.024 kHz per open loop I/Q channel with 12 bits of

resolution. This experimental setup is depicted in Fig. 1.

Typical spectra from these recordings are presented in
Figs. 2 and 3. Here, the carriers have been shifted to near

DC, lowpass filtered to 5 Hz, and subsampled by a factor
of 50. This allowed better than 0.005-Hz resolution from a

2048-point fast Fourier transform, based on subsampling a
100-second (102,400-point) segment of data. These figures

indicate carrier spectral line widths much smaller than the

minimum fixed-bandwidth tracking loops currently used in
the DSN.

III. Basic Tracking Algorithm

The adaptive carrier-tracking algorithm is built around

the digital phase-locked loop (DPLL) depicted in Fig. 4.
In this system, the residual carrier is assumed to have the
form

r(t) = 2V/_sin(wJ + (be) + n(t) (1)

where Pc is the power, we is the frequency, and (be is the

phase of the downconverted residual carrier. The noise,

n(t), will be ignored in this discussion since its effects
on PLL behavior are thoroughly documented elsewhere

e.g., [1,2]; it is only assumed that n(t) is an additive white
Gaussian noise (AWGN) process with power spectral den-

sity No/2. For simplicity, this treatment only considers

the case where wc and (be are not time varying.

Noisy samples recorded at rate Ts"-1 are first processed

by an automatic gain control (AGC) to normalize the

residual carrier sinusoid to unit amplitude based on es-
timates of the sample SNR. The output from the AGC,

x[n] = sin(wenT, + (b¢) (2)

drives the DPLL, which mixes it with the numerically con-

trolled oscillator (NCO) output waveform. Assuming that
the DPLL is operating in the locked condition, the NCO

output is a cosine with frequency we and phase (I),_eo. As

long as the loop is operating in lock with (b,_eo _ (be, the

mixer output (be[n] contains a DC component nearly pro-

portional to the phase difference:

(b_[n] = sin((b¢ - (b,_eo) + sin(2_enT, + (be + (b,_co)

,_ (b¢ - (b.eo + sin(2wenT, + (b_ + (bneo) (3)

An integrate-and-dump filter, shown in Fig. 4 as a moving

average followed by a decimation by N, smooths this phase

error and removes the high-frequency term from Eq. (3).

The smoothed phase error passes through two filters to
form (b,_¢o. The first is a loop filter having system response
function

62 -- C1 z-1

H(z) -- 1 - z -1 (4)

where

7"

Ci = 4BA-- (5)
r+l

4BA _2
C2 = Cz + rNTs k,_--1] (6)

Here, r is a damping parameter and B A is the noise band-

width of the corresponding analog filter prototype [2,3];
as long as BANTs << 0.1, H(z) should provide nearly the

same loop bandwidth as BA. The second filter is the NCO,

which can be modelled by a single system function having
the form

N(z) - (bnco(z) _ NTs z + 1
E(z) 2 z2(z- 1) (7)

as described in [2] for the DSN advanced receiver. Note

that use of an integrate-and-dump filter causes the NCO
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output to be updated N times slower than the input sam-

ple rate.

In addition to the mixing output, the NCO also pro-

vides a second output that is phase shifted by 90 deg.

Mixing this quadrature output with the DPLL input sig-

nal produces

= cos(¢¢ - V. o) + cos(2  nT, + + V.0o) (8)

which is lowpass filtered by L(z) to remove the term at
2w,, yielding a lock-detection signal

= eo (V -  .0o) (9)

The Maclaurin series expansion of Eq. (9) shows that

ACn] = 1 - 2((I)c - (b,_o) 2 + -.. _ 1 (10)

for small phase errors. Thus, the lock detection filter out-

put is near unity when the loop is operating in lock as
long as the AGC accurately estimates Pc. Passing A[n]

through a hysteretic comparator with thresholds L_ and

L+ to form the final Boolean lock indication signal lends
improved reliability and reduces clatter [4] in the final

Boolean lock indication signal, LOCK.

IV. Adaptive Bandwidth Tracking

While a software implementation of the adaptation al-

gorithm is complex, the method is conceptually simple.
Thus, a brief description suffices here.

To make the above DPLL adaptive, a supervisory loop

is added to the system shown in Fig. 4. This outer loop

processes recorded carrier samples at a fixed initial band-

width, B0, using the LOCK signal to determine which

portions of the data are successfully tracked. The seg-
ment boundaries are noted, and outputs generated during
a tracked section are recorded.

After tracking attempts at this bandwidth are com-

plete, the loop bandwidth is increased and DPLL filter
coefficients are recalculated. Portions of the data that re-

main unlocked are reprocessed at the new bandwidth; this

process continues iteratively until the carrier is tracked
for the duration of the recorded samples or until some

maximum acceptable bandwidth is exceeded. If the filters
are implemented as direct form 1 structures (Fig. 5) [5],

only the filter coefficients need to be recomputed; filter ini-
tial conditions are completely specified by input samples

and output samples generated at lower bandwidths. Al-
ternately, direct form 2 transposed structures (Fig. 6) can

be used for better numerical stability [5] at the expense of

greater computational complexity.

The untracked carrier samples are actually processed

by the DPLL twice at each bandwidth_nce in each di-

rection. The forward pass uses causal filtering, and the

reverse pass is anti-causal. Processing carrier data back-

ward through time in this fashion has several advantages.
First, it allows the initial segment of data to be tracked

if the loop does not start in the locked state. It also al-
lows minor transients that cause the lock detector output

to drop below L_ in one direction to be processed in the

other direction without a change in bandwidth. More im-

portantly, though, it allows the effects of cycle slips to be
eliminated from the carrier phase.

Traditional noncausal filtering [6] cancels phase shifts

by filtering data in both directions. However, in this case
once carrier phase has been successfully recovered, that

segment of data is no longer filtered. This implies the ex-

istence of a phase discontinuity between adjacent segments

processed in opposite directions. Fortunately, because the

carrier is an extremely narrowband signal located essen-
tially at the center of the DPLL passband, the phase dis-

continuity between such adjacent segments is insignificant.

A demonstration of the algorithm is presented in Fig. 7.

At time 0, DPLL tracking attempts begin at loop band-

width Bx. The loop acquires lock at time tl and drops

lock at t2. Lock is reacquired at t3 and is held until the
end of the data, t,,a. Thus, after the first forward pass

there are two segments, sl and s2, that no longer need to

be processed. Subsequently, noncausal tracking begins at

t3, where the loop is able to use conditions for t > t3 to
start out in lock at t3. In this example, lock is dropped

again at t4 and not regained before t2. Segment sx is
skipped and tracking begins at tl, where initial conditions

allow the loop to track the carrier all the way back to time

0. Without resorting to anti-causal tracking, segments s3

and s4 would require a higher bandwidth. Finally, after
s4 is locked, the bandwidth is increased to B2 and track-

ing is tried beginning at t2; here, B2 is sufficient to fol-
low the carrier for the rest of the data. This example is

slightly simplified since there is a delay through L(z) as

the quadrature lock detector output is smoothed. How-

ever, it is adequate for summarizing the mechanics of the

bandwidth adaptation algorithm.

Figure 7 is also useful in revealing a weakness of the

algorithm. It is not truly adaptive because bandwidth is
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never lowered once it is increased. It is certainly conceiv-

able that some segment between t2 and t4 in Fig. 7 could
be tracked at B1 even though at the instants t2 and t4, a

width of Bu is needed. The algorithm described above will

not discover this situation. In fact, no attempt to optimize

the loop bandwidth is made at all; optimum bandwidth is

never computed or examined as it is in [7]. Despite this ap-

parent shortcoming, this method does effectively respond
to transient disturbances in the data and provides good re-

sults without incurring a large computational burden. The

algorithm can also be modified to attempt reduced band-
widths at the expense of a greater computational burden.

bandwidth is widened, so transients that appear at higher

bandwidths may not affect narrower loops.

Figures 10 and 11 demonstrate respectively the recov-

ered phase _[n] and the output from the lock detector

_[n] for the first half hour of the experimental data. Note
that each point on Fig. 9 where the bandwidth changes

indicates a point where )_[n] dipped below L_ = 0.7 and
lock was lost. However, in Figs. 10 and 11 the phase is

continuous and A[n] > L_ for all n since they are com-

posed of results from multiple tracking passes at different
bandwidths.

V. Measured Performance (Galileo Data)

Figures 8 through 11 give simulated results of applying

the adaptive bandwidth tracking algorithm to one hour of
Galileo carrier data recorded beginning at 22:41:03 UTC

on DOY 353, 1991. For these simulations, T0 = 1024 -1

sec, N = 100, and r = 2. Switching thresholds in the
lock detection comparator were selected at L_ = 0.70 and

L+ = 0.75 for 5 percent hysteresis. The simulations for
Fig. 8 were made with various initial bandwidths ranging
from 0.1 Hz to 1.0 Hz. Bandwidth increases within each

simulation are in steps of 10 percent. Figure 9 is a similar

plot for a starting bandwidth B0 = 0.025 Hz; this proved
to be a lower limit for successful carrier recovery using

the current software implementation with a first-order loop
filter.

These results indicate that for most of the hour, the

carrier phase can be tracked with a 0.05- to 0.055-Hz loop.
For nearly the entire hour, 0.1 Hz is sufficient. Only for
a few brief transients is it necessary to resort to loops as

wide as 0.6 to 0.7 Hz. By contrast, the minimum loop

bandwidth for carrier tracking with current DSN equip-

ment is 1.0 Hz. Since the phase estimation error variance
in the linearized PLL model follows

-, Pc 1 (11)
cri'e -- 2BANo 2SNRL

a 13-dB decrease in phase error variance can potentially

result over much of the tracking period. This translates

directly to a potential 13-dB increase in loop SNR. In rare
instances, as much as a 16-dB gain can be seen.

Figures 8 and 9 also show that successful tracking at

lower B0 does not necessarily outperform higher initial

bandwidths over the complete span. This is reasonable

since more noise is allowed into the tracking loop as the

VI. Measured Performance (Pioneer 10

Data)

Figure 12 presents the results of applying the same

process to a 700-sec segment of Pioneer 10 carrier data

recorded beginning at 07:27:10 UTC on DOY 354, 1991.

All simulation parameters are identical to those given
above except that r = 4 and B0 = 0.5 Hz. For Pioneer,

the algorithm does not perform nearly as well as it did for

Galileo. Although it does track the carrier with loops as
low as 0.5 IIz, it is unable to recover the carrier over the

entire time span; this is denoted in the plot by a bandwidth
of 0 Hz.

The inability to completely recover the carrier from
this data has not been completely explained. However,

it should be noted that the quality of the data is sus-

pect. Estimated Pc�No in the data is consistently lower

than 10 dB-Hz; the DSN, which successfully recovered data
from Pioneer 10 during this period with BLo _ 3 Hz, re-

quires approximately Pc/2NoBLo > 6-8 dB 1 or Pc�No >
13.8 - 15.8 dB-Hz. It should also be noted that the soft-

ware implementation of the tracking algorithm assumed
that the input samples were white and Gaussian; both of

these assumptions proved true for the Galileo data but

neither applied well to the recordings from the Pioneer 10

spacecraft. Both of these observations suggest that the
data recorded from Pioneer 10 are not as good as that

used by the DSN.

VII. Design Considerations

Several design trade-offs were revealed during the im-

plementation and testing of this algorithm. Most of them
involve the selection of B0 and its interaction with other

1 Personal communication with T. Peng, Group Supervisor, Tele-

communications Systems Section, Jet Propulsion Laboratory,

Pasadena, California, June 9, 1992.
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parameters. Intuitively, B0 should be selected to be as low
as possible in order to minimize a2 and maximize SNRL@e

in Eq. (11). However, this choice can conflict with speed
and reliability concerns.

One problem with choosing B0 too low is that much

time will be wasted processing untraekable carrier seg-
ments at this bandwidth and the loop will have to repro-

cess nearly the whole time span again at the next band-

width; small bandwidth increments exacerbate this prob-

lem. Wiser choices for B0 do not fragment the data into

many short locked and unlocked partitions that require

significant processor time to compute filter state variables

and to resynchronize the loop with the data. In general,
a more successful initial pass through the data will speed

the overall tracking process.

As a practical example, a Sun Spare II workstation re-

quires approximately 250 seconds to process one hour of

contiguous data at any bandwidth. At an initial band-

width of 0.1 Hz, tracking the carrier over the entire Galileo

data set involved 16 forward and backward passes through

the data, for a total time of approximately 550 seconds.
For B0 = 0.05 Hz, nearly 2400 sec are required for

18 passes due to the computational overhead involved in

resolving this fragmentation. Simulations show that total

processing time is roughly proportional to the length of
data. However, its variation with B0 depends strongly on

how much of the carrier can be recovered at B0. With ex-

cessively low bandwidths, less time is consumed by restart-

ing the entire process at a higher bandwidth instead of re-

taining carrier phase information gathered at B0 because
the loop rarely holds lock for segments significantly longer

than the delay through L(z). Once again, judicious selec-

tion of B0 and AB can greatly speed processing.

Low initial bandwidths can also impact the effective-

ness of the lock detection circuit. For very narrow loops,
the lock detector output tends to hover just above L_ for

long intervals. It is natural for ,_[n] to waver between L_
and unity while in lock, but an affinity for values near L_

suggests that performance may be marginal even though

the loop is considered locked according to the LOCK indi-

cator criterion. This is especially a problem if B0 is just at

the threshold of trackability and bandwidth steps are very
small. Under these conditions, SNRL computed by Eq. 11

is likely to be an overestimate, and phase error variance
will be underestimated.

These two phenomena suggest that some criterion be

specified for determining if a given B0 is acceptable. The

current implementation requires that a single locked re-

gion of at least 100 seconds be found in the data. Not

only is such a length helpful in preventing these problems,
but the long segment also acts as a "seed" providing initial

conditions for tracking in either direction with wider loops.

Additionally, it may be helpful to require that the initial

pass through the data result in a certain minimum per-

centage of the recorded span being tracked. This method

would be particularly useful in a near-real-time implemen-

tation where the loop can be widened when this running

average drops below the threshold.

VIII. Summary

For applications in which data recording and post-

processing are viable, an adaptive, noncausal tracking al-
gorithm that increases loop bandwidth to accommodate

transients in the data can provide significantly higher loop

SNR's than currently achieved in the DSN. Simulations of

the algorithm described here show that the Galileo carrier
phase can be recovered with DPLL's as narrow as 0.025 Hz

by using only a simple first-order loop filter. This is a po-

tential 16-dB gain in loop SNR over the DSN Block IV

receiver. Most of the time, however, improvements in the
range of 10 to 13 dB are possible. Results for Pioneer 10

are inconclusive but may be useful when more experimen-
tal data become available.
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